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As a certified Cisco partner in Video Communications, Ergoman was asked to provide a solution.
After having studied in detail the communication needs and the technical requirements, 3
videoconference systems were installed in the main meeting room of each country.
To communicate with vessels, a Cisco Unified Communication Manager Server was installed in the
data center and a Jabber Client for PC with USB HD cameras in each of vessels.
Communication with ships is via satellite with VPN and speed 128 Kbps. Communication between
the offices is via VPN at 768 kbps. Especially the Office in Greece has the ability to communicate
with a total of 3 + 1 participants, not only from inside VPN, but also with any other system in the
world, since it supports international communication protocols h.323 and SIP.

For more information
about
videoconferencing
products and
solutions, visit:
www.ergoman.gr

Advantages
Improving performance of executives
Reduce travel costs
improving communication with ships
better quality of communication
minimization of costs on the vessels
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